Each year, NW Children’s Fund receives inquiries from scores of child-serving agencies in search of grant funding. To identify those that will most effectively change the lives of at-risk children, we employ a rigorous and thoughtful grant review process—and personal visits to each grant applicant are at its heart.

Careful review of application materials is an important first step in a grant review, but even the most expertly written proposal can’t begin to match the quality of information and the depth of detail gleaned though a face-to-face meeting.

After studying the applications, Board members head out to visit each agency under consideration. They tour the facilities, observe the agency’s work in action, and discuss the program’s objectives and outcomes directly with those who are delivering the services. NWCF Board members agree: site visits are one of the most educational, revealing, and inspiring parts of the grant-review process.

Erase your preconceptions.

“I am continually surprised at how mind-opening these visits are for me,” Board member Jane Davis explains.
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